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Dear HR Partner 

News of the vaccine, easing business restrictions and some government stimulus
packages definitely had global markets looking optimistic in this first
quarter. The US economy led the charge as its economic expansion arrived
sooner than anticipated with accelerated vaccine distribution and an additional
$1.9 trillion in stimulus adding additional liquidity to already manic markets.

Click here to read the Funds  Q1 Investment Update.

Ilse Hartlief
Principal Officer
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Market
Overview


News of the vaccine, easing business restrictions and some government stimulus 
packages  definitely had global markets looking optimistic in this first quarter. 
The US economy led the charge as its economic expansion arrived sooner than 
anticipated with accelerated vaccine distribution and an additional $1.9 trillion in 
stimulus adding additional liquidity to already manic markets. 


In the March FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) meeting, Chairman Powell 
indicated that the Federal Reserve expects the US economy to recover faster than 
previously projected. The committee concluded that the COVID-19 vaccination 
campaign and trillions of dollars of fiscal stimulus will propel the US economy to 
its fastest expansion in more than 30 years. 


Equity markets benefited directly from improving economic optimism. Developed 
Market Equities, as measured by the MSCI World index, ended the quarter 5.0% 
higher, led by those companies most likely to benefit from normalising economic 
conditions. 


23 March 2021 marked the first anniversary of the 2020 market trough. The 
drawdown of the S&P500 Index (a proxy for the US equity market) at that point 
was 30.43%. The trailing one-year return for the S&P500 was 80.7% and Developed 
Market Equities and Emerging Market Equities 67.14% and 78.31% respectively. 


In the US, all sectors were positive for March, although some of last year’s top-
performing sectors such as technology, consumer discretionary, and communication 
services, lost some impetus. This is evident in the tech-heavy Nasdaq Composite 
index which had added 6.80% during January and February but ended the quarter 
only 2.95% higher.
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European Equities ended the quarter higher with the MSCI Europe Index up 4.20%, 
led by a strong performance from materials, energy, and financials given the 
improved global economic outlook.  U.K. Equities benefited from the reflation 
trade, as forward-looking markets started pricing in inflation. The MSCI United 
Kingdom returned 6.2% for the quarter. However, rising Covid infection rates in 
some countries and new lockdown restrictions, cast doubt on the prospects for 
services, especially tourism.  


Japanese Equities continued to strengthen as corporate profits visibly improved 
after a strong set of quarterly results. The sentiment was also helped by the 
consistent weakness of the yen against the US dollar. The market was led by 
cyclical sectors and lower quality value style stocks, partly in response to early 
indications of changes in global interest rates and inflation expectations. The MSCI 
Japan Index returned 1.7% for the quarter.


The MSCI Asia ex-Japan recorded a positive return amid continued investor 
optimism for a return to economic normality. The MSCI Asia index returned 2.2% 
for the quarter. However, sentiment weakened towards the end of the quarter as 
slower vaccination rollouts led to the reintroduction of lockdown restrictions in 
some countries. 


Turning to local markets, the JSE All Share Index delivered another month of positive 
results in March, ending the month up 1.6% and the SA Property Index following 
close behind up 1.2%. Bonds as measured by the All Bond Index underperformed 
losing 2.5% for the month. Small-Cap companies outperformed the broader market 
indices over the month returning 7.7%. For the first quarter the JSE All Share has 
posted a total return of 13.1% and the SA Property index 6.4%, with Bonds losing 
1.7%. 


Within local Equities, resources again lifted the local market posting a positive 
return of 18.7%, followed by industrials up 13.0%, while financials lagged with a 
return of 3.8%. As optimism and economic activity returned it lifted certain small-
cap companies like Motus (56.6%), City Lodge (53.2%), Tsogo Sun Hotels (45.2%), 
and Reunert (44.8%), to name only a few small-cap star performers.


The strong performance of the resources sector, better than expected current 
account, and higher than expected tax collections, helped the Rand to hold on to 
recent gains and ended the quarter at R14.78 per US dollar, 2.3% stronger over the 
month, but slightly weaker by 0.6% for the quarter.


*International market data is in US Dollar terms and reflects MSCI Total Return indices.
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Market
Performance


The table below summarises the performance of the local asset classes - from 
long-term “growth” assets (like Equities and Property) to “income” generating 
asset classes such as Bonds and Cash and compares it to inflation over the short, 
medium, and long-term. 


The first quarter saw “growth” asset classes outperforming inflation. All local 
asset classes outperformed inflation over the past year as the markets continue to 
recover from the material COVID-pandemic induced losses last year. 


The table below outlines the USD-based performance of offshore markets and 
compares it to US inflation over the short, medium, and long-term. 


As was the case locally, the first quarter saw “growth” assets outperforming 
inflation. Over the past year, US cash was the only asset class to not outperform 
inflation. This is mainly due to the record-low interest rates currently observed in 
most economies globally.


Local Asset 
Classes (ZAR) Q1 1 


Year
3 


Years
5 


Years
10 


Years
15 


Years


Equities 13.14% 53.98% 9.68% 8.20% 10.85% 11.44%


Property 6.40% 34.44% -12.91% -9.04% 4.39% 7.18%


Bonds -1.74% 16.96% 5.49% 8.66% 8.22% 7.90%


Cash 0.90% 4.57% 6.34% 6.81% 6.31% 7.14%


Inflation 1.20% 2.86% 3.85% 4.37% 5.06% 5.69%


Offshore Asset 
Classes (USD) Q1 1 


Year
3 


Years
5 


Years
10 


Years
15 


Years


Equities 4.57% 54.60% 12.07% 13.21% 9.15% 7.04%


Property 5.86% 36.73% 6.33% 4.66% 6.80% 4.79%


Offshore Bonds -4.46% 4.67% 2.80% 2.66% 2.23% 3.78%


*US Cash 0.03% 0.16% 1.44% 1.26% 0.73% 1.30%


*US Inflation 1.07% 1.68% 1.84% 2.10% 1.74% 1.89%
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Performance of the LA Retirement Fund’s 
Risk Profiled Solutions


The table below illustrates the LA Retirement Fund’s Risk Profiled Solutions’ 
performance, net of fees over the same periods as outlined above since the 
inception of the Defined Contribution Risk Profiled Solutions (1 July 2014) to the 
end of March 2021 and compares it to inflation over the same period.


Over the short-term (up to 1 year) each Risk Profiled Solution performed as 
expected relative to the others, with the more aggressive solution (higher Equity 
and Property exposure) outperforming the less aggressive solutions. Over this 
period all Risk Profiled Solutions outperformed inflation by a material margin 
because of the post-COVID pandemic market recovery.


Q1 1 Year 3 Years 5 years Since July 
2014


Accumulation 8.65% 31.61% 8.35% 7.27% 7.15%


Consolidation 8.02% 27.01% 8.63% 7.93% 8.24%


Preservation 4.58% 18.70% 8.14% 8.03% 8.10%


Cash Plus 1.00% 10.42% 6.36% 6.94% 7.11%


Shari’ah 9.11% 28.73% 8.65% 6.99% 7.82%


Inflation 1.20% 2.86% 3.85% 4.37% 4.55%


We provide the best 
possible outcome 
for all our members, 
retirees and pensioners.“
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Fund versus
Peer Groups


When compared to its peers, the Fund’s Risk Profiled Solutions continue to 
outperform the broader industry of retail (Unit Trusts) and institutional (Large 
Segregated Funds) retirement fund products. 


The table below provides a peer group comparison of the annualised performance 
or per annum performance since the inception of the Fund’s Risk Profiled Solutions. 
We would like to re-emphasise the significance of this comparison, as it drives 
home the importance for members to save cost-effectively. Perhaps even more 
important, to consider the LA Retirement Fund’s “In Fund” solution options when 
members retire, as the Fund has outperformed other “Out of Fund” retail (Unit 
Trust) offerings and at much lower fees too. 


For example, the Consolidation Risk Profiled Solution (a Moderate Risk Profile) in 
which most members who select the “In Fund” annuity are invested in, yielded 
8.24% per annum since inception versus a similar “Out of Fund” Unit Trust which 
has yielded 5.65% per annum. Inflation over this period was 4.55%. For more 
conservative members the Preservation Risk Profiled Solution has yielded 8.10% 
per annum since its inception versus a comparative retail Unit Trust peer group 
which has yielded 4.55% per annum. Inflation over this period was 4.55%.


Fund Solution Retail Peer Group Institutional 
Peer Group


Accumulation 7.15% 5.87% 6.74%


Consolidation 8.24% 5.65% 6.02%


Preservation 8.10% 6.07% 6.92%


Cash Plus 7.11% 6.81% 7.37%


Shari'ah 7.82% 5.42% -
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The Fund’s Risk Profiled Solutions have also performed well relative to their direct 
Municipal Peer Group if the same comparison is made. While the Accumulation Risk 
Profiled Solution is marginally behind its peers, the Consolidation and Preservation 
Solutions are materially ahead. 


This is again of significance as most members who are close to retirement or 
who wish to utilise the “In Fund” options will typically be invested in either the 
Consolidation or Preservation Risk Profiled Solutions and these two solutions have 
outperformed their Municipal Peer Group as well as “Out of Fund” retail products 
handsomely.


Fund Solution Municipal Peer Group


Accumulation 7.15% 7.44%


Consolidation 8.24% 7.42%


Preservation 8.10% 6.96%


Cash Plus 7.11% 7.43%


Shari'ah 7.82% 6.65%
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Fund
Costs


The Fund’s performance is always shown net of all investment costs. We believe that 
to offer an accurate reflection of the performance of each member’s investment, 
figures net of costs and fees should be shown. The costs are as follows: 


 Accumulation   0.83%


 Consolidation  0.84%


 Preservation  0.72%


 Cash Plus  0.44% 


 Shari’ah   1.34% 


Since other Municipal Funds’ fees are not publicly available, they cannot be 
compared directly. However, we believe our costs are extremely low. Where data 
does exist and where we can make comparisons (such as when members invest 
outside of the Fund into a mix of Unit Trusts) our cost and fees are typically half 
of what a member would pay. 


For example, when a member invests in a risk profiled Unit Trust that aims to beat 
inflation by 2% to 6%, the average total cost for such will range between 1.30% and 
1.70% and such excludes administration or investment platform fees or advisory 
fees which will be additional costs if members wish to retire or save outside 
the Fund. Therefore, not only are the costs of the Fund’s Risk Profiled Solutions 
materially lower than “Out of Fund” retail products, but it has also outperformed 
it.







Looking
Forward


One year into the global pandemic, prospects remain uncertain. There are new 
virus mutations and the continued increase in the death toll is raising concerns, 
even as wider vaccine coverage is lifting sentiment. 


Economic recovery is diverging across countries and sectors, which is a reflection 
of the varying pandemic-induced disruption and the extent to which respective 
governments can respond to it. The outlook is dependant on the outcome of the 
battle between the virus and vaccines and also on how effectively economic 
policies deployed under high uncertainty can limit lasting damage from this 
unprecedented crisis. 


Global growth is projected at 6% in 2021, with Developed Countries’ growth 
expected to be 5.1% and Emerging Markets 6.7%.  High uncertainty surrounds 
this outlook, related to the path of the pandemic, the effectiveness of policy 
support to provide a bridge to vaccine-powered normalization, and the evolution 
of financial conditions.
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